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The legally binding agreement for sale and purchase of ABX Marketplace products
(the "Terms") shall be separately provided to you or made available at
https://www.abx.market In the event of any inconsistencies between the Terms and
this Whitepaper, the Terms shall prevail. No part of this Whitepaper is to be copied,
reproduced, distributed, or disseminated in any way without the prior written consent
of ABX Marketplace. 

Disclaimer



Executive Summary
African Bullion Exchange seeks to be the leading gold bullion trading platform in
Africa and we are proud to be part of the Internet of Things. Our aim is to level up
the playing field and actively re-distribute the wealth in the gold industry. We
want to ensure that the African’s who mine the gold get a larger chunk of the
profits from its sale. 

The ABX Marketplace & Trading platform was created by Africans for Africans.
Through the use of Blockchain Technology we’ve simplified the process of
investing in gold bullion products. The team at African Bullion Exchange have
created technology which directly connects African gold producers with gold
investors across the world, we’ve cut out the middlemen. Our platform enables
African gold producers to advertise and sell gold bullion products to a global
market. 

African Bullion Exchange also provides global logistics support, ensuring gold
bullion products are safely delivered to gold investors around the world. 
Our objective is to bring all the stake holders within the African gold industry
together under one roof. Our agenda is to ensure that Africa’s gold resources are
not exploited and to collectively ensure Africans get maximum value from Africa’s
vast gold resources. The ABX platform has been created with the intention of
creating growth in the African gold refinery sector, whilst delivering excellent
ROI’s for international gold investors.

The ABX Marketplace & Trading platform seeks to be the benchmark for creating
a sustainable gold bullion supply chain in Africa. We invite stakeholders in the
African gold industry to have a seat at the table and steer the future development
of the industry. Members of our platform can help raise industry standards by
being part of market transparency initiatives such as ABX Trade Data and the
ABX Responsible Sourcing Programme.
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Economic-Geopolitical Landscape:

Billions of dollars’ worth of gold is being smuggled out of Africa every year
through the United Arab Emirates in the Middle East – a gateway to markets in
Europe, the United States and beyond. Customs data shows that the UAE
imported $15.1 billion worth of gold from Africa in 2016, more than any other
country and up from $1.3 billion in 2006. Research indicates large amounts of
gold is leaving Africa with no taxes being paid to the countries that produce them.

Informal methods of gold production, known in the industry as “artisanal” or
small-scale mining, are growing globally. They have provided a livelihood to
millions of Africans and help some make more money than they could dream of
from traditional trades. But the methods leak chemicals into rocks, soil and rivers.
And African governments such as Ghana, Tanzania and Zambia complain that
gold is now being illegally produced and smuggled out of their countries on a vast
scale, sometimes by criminal operations, and often at a high human and
environmental cost.

By refining gold - in some cases obliging producers and traders to sell their gold
to home-grown refineries - states hope to capture value that is being lost. Some
new refineries have invested in systems to ensure they process gold from legal
and environmentally responsible miners. Industrial mining companies usually fly
metal they produce in Africa to large refineries accredited by the London Bullion
Market Association (LBMA), the industry’s standard setter. Africa only has one
refinery registered on the LBMA. 

Some people in the industry concede that it is hard for Africa’s new refiners to be
accepted as mainstream suppliers. Large banks, jewellers and electronics makers
generally only accept gold from refineries accredited by groups such as the
LBMA. LBMA rules require a refinery to operate for at least five years and process
large amounts of gold before it can be accredited.

The challenge for African gold producers is accessing a direct market for gold
produced and refined in Africa. Institutions like the LBMA are biased towards
maintaining the status quo and supply chains which encourage the exportation
of unrefined gold from Africa to the UAE, Europe and the United States. 
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Numbers at a glance

2020- $27 Billion USD

2021 - $31 Billion USD

2022 - $36 Billion USD (Expected)

APPROX: 1000 Tonnes / Year

Gold Smuggled Out
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Emergence of Cryptocurrency:

The utility and practical application of blockchain technology is set to disrupt the
centralized internet service model as we know it. Cryptocurrencies have been
around since 2008 when the as-yet-unidentified Satoshi Nakamoto released the
Bitcoin whitepaper. Appropriately named a peer-to-peer electronic cash system,
Bitcoin was created to offer users a faster, cheaper, and decentralized means of
transferring value. 

Bound only by the requirement for an internet connection, Bitcoin’s decentralized
infrastructure offered users an unprecedented approach to financial freedom.
Almost a decade later and the market has grown to over $200 billion with an excess
of 2,000 available cryptocurrencies. By 2030, it is projected that blockchain will
create value-adds to businesses exceeding $3.1 trillion. 

Realisation of the DApp Economy:

With the advent of blockchain came a new architecture for distributing data across a
network, where control over the resources is itself distributed rather than
centralized. These systems are aptly called decentralized applications or DApps,
carrying many of the benefits of traditional mobile applications, but with the added
benefit of the non-centralization of resources. 

Within a decentralized application, the network itself — rather than any individual or
central data centers — becomes the operating system for the application. A
decentralized application enables enterprises and their customers to interact on a
peer-to-peer basis, where the network value is driven by the network itself instead
of the applications alone. 

The nature of decentralization allows DApps to remove intermediaries from
standard business processes, improving process efficiency and security. As such,
DApps bring a range of benefits to entrepreneurs including reduced transaction
times and low transaction fees. 

The DApp economy is quickly surpassing that of the early days of Apple’s App Store
revenue, and while mobile applications have a significant head start on their DApp
rivals, it’s been suggested that revenue already generated by DApps thus far could
place them on a similar trajectory. DApp market analysis forums are already
tracking the statistics and trends of the major players, showing steady growth over
the past few years with no slowing in sight.
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The African Bullion Exchange marketplace and trading platform
is a digital one stop shop for African gold bullion products. 

Marketplace &
Trading Platform



Platform Overview

The African Bullion Exchange marketplace and trading platform is a digital one stop
shop for African gold bullion products. The platform will connect African gold
producers with gold investors across the world and enable them to transact in a safe,
secure manner. 

The platform includes proprietary ABX AI Pricing Engine technology which calculates
the most accurate price of gold every 30 seconds. The platform has also utilised
blockchain technology to create a payment gateway which enables users to
seamlessly transact in Cryptocurrency.

The ABX Solution

African Bullion Exchange has created technology which seeks to minimize the
barriers to entry for African gold producers and refineries, while simultaneously
providing a gateway for global gold investors to access African gold bullion products. 
The African Bullion Exchange Marketplace and Trading platform will provide a better
alternative to traditional gold exchanges such as the LBMA, by being more inclusive
of African gold refineries whilst equally attracting global gold investors. 

The African Bullion Exchange will work in collaboration with African miners,
refineries, brokers, and government bodies to create a charter of sustainable gold
procurement practices. This charter will be created by Africans for Africans. At African
Bullion Exchange we believe that Africa has the right to self-determination, and we
firmly believe that Africa should stipulate the terms of the sale, of its natural
resources. 

Nearly 89% of the world’s gold is produced in Africa, however, only one African gold
refinery is recognised by the LBMA, the world’s largest gold exchange. The African
Bullion Exchange seeks to create a sustainable digital eco-system for the African
gold industry. Our objective is to utilise the latest technology to ensure that Africans
profit from Africa’s vast gold resources through collaboration and innovation.
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Platform Features

Pricing Engine:
Our artificial intelligence pricing engine can process large tranches of historic pricing
data and present events of different types, detecting correlations and patterns, and,
therefore, determining the most accurate price of gold bullion. Every piece of data
and every price decision made serves as self-learning for our artificial intelligence
pricing engine. The price of gold is adjusted across our platforms every 30 seconds. 

Marketplace:
We have created a user-friendly marketplace which allows retail investors to
purchase gold bullion products directly from gold producers in Africa. Users can do so
by simply creating a free account and registering details to become an approved
buyer. Users then select gold bullion products from one of our Approved Suppliers
and complete payment with preferred cryptocurrency. Buyers on our platform can
choose from a range of gold bullion products which vary according to size. Products
available include 2g bars, 10g bars, 1oz coins, 10oz bars and 1kg bars. 

 If you’re a seller of gold bullion products the registration process is very simple. You
can do so by completing an online form and providing copies of your relevant trading
licences, specific to your region. Once you’ve submitted those details, your
information is then verified by our legal team who conduct various due diligence
checks. It’s important for us to verify the credibility of our sellers. Once those checks
are complete your company can then be added to an Approved Sellers List.

Approved 
Supplier

ABX 
Platform

Approved 
Buyer
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Trading Platform:
Our marketplace is more suited to retail gold investors; however, larger investors can
use our trading platform to purchase gold bullion in bulk or “Gold Contracts”. A Gold
Contract is an agreement to buy gold bullion in bulk (1kg upwards) at a date
specified by an Approved Supplier. 

Gold Contracts are advertised on our platform 48 hours prior to contract settlement
date. Our platform allows Approved Buyers to buy Gold Contracts from Approved
Suppliers with the option to sell if they so wish to fellow Approved Buyers. Gold
Contracts can only be traded prior to settlement date. Once settlement date has
been reached, physical gold bullion is then delivered to the holder of the Gold
Contract. Note: Price of Gold Contract is determined by ABX AI Pricing Engine.
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Precious Metals Precious Stones Agriculture Clean Energy

ABX Platform Use
Cases
The ABX platform will provide stakeholders in the African mining industry with the
technological resources required to access global markets and facilitate
international trade.  ABX takes away the stress of trying to find a market for African
commodities by connecting producers with millions of potential customers around
the world. We also provide world class fulfilment services. Once an order is placed on
our platform, we guarantee fast and safe delivery.

Have a seat at the table and steer the future development of the African mining
industry. Join working groups and market committees which advance African mining
standards and develop market solutions.
 
Be part of market transparency initiatives such as ABX Trade Data. Promote market
confidence through attestation to the ABX Precious Metals Code. Demonstrate best
practice through engaging with our Responsible Sourcing Programme.

The ABX Marketplace and Trading Platform provides robust, scalable technology
which can be used across several industries including Precious Metals, Precious
Stones, Agriculture and Clean Energy to mention a few. The ABX platform has the
ability to tokenize a range of assets, allowing them to be sold for fiat or
cryptocurrency. 
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Transaction Fees
Transactions processed on the ABX Marketplace & Trading Platform through the
private exchange incur a small processing fee (2.0%) which provides increasing and
continuous revenue as volumes scale.

ABX Escrow
To help keep both Approved Buyers and Approved Suppliers safe, protected, and on
the same page — three important elements of building strong working relationships
— we designed the platform to work within the escrow system.

When an Approved Buyer purchases products from an Approved Supplier, the funds
are held in escrow. Escrow is a neutral holding place where funds are held until the
Approved Supplier delivers ordered goods to the nearest ABX delivery depot.
Once ABX delivery depot confirms receipt of goods, funds are released into
Approved Suppliers wallet. African Bullion Exchange handles all logistics and
fulfilment. 
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Logistics
Once orders are placed on the marketplace, ABX guarantees fulfilment through its
logistics network. ABX has logistics depots at 4 major international airports in Africa:

·Zimbabwe – Harare International
·Ghana – Accra International
·Uganda – Kampala International
·Mali – Modibo Keita International Airport

 Approved sellers deliver orders to nearest depot; ABX staff inspect the orders and
dispatch them on flights to the buyer destination. All deliveries fulfilled by ABX are
fully insured against damage or loss.

www.abx.market      
info@abx.market


